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One says a commutative radical Banach algebra A has a lower bound if there 
is a lower growth condition on lIx”II”” f or all nonzero elements x in A. If A is a 
separable algebra we give necessary and suffxient conditions for A to possess a 
lower bound. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a commutative Banach algebra. Unless otherwise stated, all 
algebras will be commutative and if S is a subset of A then 5”’ denotes the 
set (s”: s E S}. If x E A and E > 0, then B(x, E) denotes the open ball { y E A: 
IIX- YII < 61. If x is in some closed ideal K of A, then B(K, x, E) denotes the 
relative open ball { y E K: 11x - y JI < E}. Let 9 be the radical of A and J’” 
the nil radical, i.e., J’” = {x E A: x” = 0 some n}. Note JY need not be closed 
and M G 9. Finally T,(X) will denote the spectral radius of x. Of course, 
Y,(X) = lim,+, llxn II”n. 
DEFINITION 1.1. We say A has a lower bound if there exists a sequence 
of positive reals {a,} converging to zero such that 
(1.1) 
for all non-zero x in A. 
Now if x is not in the radical 9 of A, then T,(X) = lim,+, IIx”lly’ > 0 and 
(1.1) follows automatically. Hence we need only concern ourselves with 
commutative Radical Banach algebras since A has a lower bound if and 
only if 9 does. If A has nilpotents, i.e., A# (O}, then it clearly cannot have 
a lower bound. This raises the question of whether Definition 1.1 is too 
stringent if J’“# (0). Perhaps 
lim inf Ilxnlll/n = +a-~, 
n-m a” 
all x 6G M”. 
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However, it follows from a theorem of Esterle [3, Theorem 2.11 that if b is a 
non-nilpotent, non-zero element of A with b E (bJ’J- then (1.2) cannot hold. 
So in this case, at least, no ambiguity arises and we shall adhere to 
Definition 1.1. 
Bade and Dales have shown [ 1, Theorem 3.91 that the “weighted” 
convolution algebra L’(o) has a lower bound. Here o is a positive “weight” 
function on R+ satisfying o(t + s) < o(t) o(s), all t, s in R ‘. This is a 
radical algebra if (w(t)) ‘It+ 0. Here ]]f]] = lr If(t)] w(t) dt and (f* g)(t) = 
Jhf(t - s) g(s) ds. Esterle has shown [3, Theorem 4. l] that a semi-prime 
algebra (i.e., M = {O}) in which some element acts compactly and injectively 
also possesses a lower bound. In this paper we will give necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a commutative separable radical Banach algebra to 
possess a lower bound. Some preliminary definitions are in order. 
DEFINITION 1.2. If x E A and x # 0, we say that x is an N-point if for 
every neighborhood M of x, there exists n depending on M such that 
0 E (M”)). Clearly nilpotents are N-points. Otherwise we say x is an S- 
point. 
It is clear that x is an S-point if and only if there exists some E > 0 such 
that 0 6!~ (B(x, E)“)-, all n. If K is a closed ideal of A, then it is a Banach 
algebra in its own right and we may relativize the above definitions. 
DEFINITION 1.3. If K is a closed ideal of A and x is a non-zero element 
of Z?, we say x is an N-point of K if for every E > 0 there exists n such that 
0 E (B(K, x, E)“)-. Otherwise we say that x is an S-point of K. 
We remark that an N-point of K is also an N-point. It seems unlikely, 
though, if x E K and x is an N-point that x is always an N-point of K. 
DEFINITION 1.4. If K is a closed ideal of A let Y(K) = {x:x is an N- 
point of K} U (0). Let PA be the largest closed ideal of A such that 
ip(9g=LYA. 
We shall show later thatPA can be constructed using an ordinal sequence. 
Our main result is that a commutative separable radical Banach algebra A 
has a lower bound if and only if YA = {0}, (see Theorem 3.7). 
2. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR A LOWER BOUND 
Before constructing YA we need some preliminary lemmas. 
2.1 LEMMA. Let K be a closed ideal of A. Then P(K) is also a closed 
ideal of A. 
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Proof: Note that if A E C, A # 0, then x is an N-point of K if and only if 
Ax is an N-point of K. Hence CY((K) s Y(K). If x, y E Y(K) and u is a 
neighborhood of x + y in K, one can choose neighborhoods N and M of x 
and y, respectively, such that N + A4 5 u and 0 E (N”)-, 0 E (M”)- for some 
sufficiently large n. But then 0 E (u*“)-, since (U + v)*” = u** + 
(*I? u 2n-lUI + ... + vZn and all terms contain a factor of u” or v”, which can 
be made small. Since the S-points of K are relatively open in K, Y(K) is 
closed in K, and hence in A also since K is a closed ideal. We have so far 
shown that Y(K) is a closed subspace. To show Y(K) is a closed ideal of A 
it will suffice to observe the following. If cp is any map from K to itself 
satisfying 
II&l) vP(x2) ..’ co(x,>ll G c, llXlX2 **’ x,IL (2.1) 
for some constant C,, and x,, x2 ,..., x, in K, then a, maps N-points of K to 
either zero or other N-points of K. Hence rp(Y(K)) c Y(K). But if b E A the 
map p(x) = bx is such a map from K to itself. Hence b.Y(K) c g(K) and 
.9(K) is a closed ideal ofA. 
2.2 LEMMA. Let K be a closed ideal of A. Then if(4p(K)*)- denotes the 
closed ideal generated by sums of products of elements of Y(K), the 
following holds: 
Y(Y(K)) 2 (p(K)*)-. 
Proof It will suffice to show that if x, y E Y(K), then xy E p(Y(K)), 
since by the previous lemma Y(Y(K)) is a closed ideal. Given E > 0 choose 
6 > 0 so that 11x - h I\ < 6 implies llxy - hy 11 < E. If x, y or xy are zero we are 
done, so suppose x and y are N-points of K. Then there exists n such that 
0 E (B(K,x, a)“)-. Hence one can find {hi} in K with IIx - hiI1 < 6 and 
(hi)“-+ 0. Then llxy - hi y(l < E, (hi y)” -+ 0, and hi y E Y(K) since y E M(K). 
Thus 0 E (B(Y(K), xy, E)“)-. H ence it follows that xy E 9(9(K)). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let the commutative radical Banach algebra A be fixed. 
Let 9(l) = P(A). Let P(2) = g(Y(l)). In general, if (r is a limit ordinal 
let 
P(a) = n WP)* 
!3<a 
If a =/I + 1, let P(a) = 4p(~(~)). 
This forms an ordinal sequence of closed ideals of A. On cardinality 
considerations alone there is some first ordinal y such that Y(y) = Y(y + 1) 
and the sequence stabilizes thereafter. Now if K is a closed ideal of A 
satisfying Y(K) = K it follows that KG P(a) for all ordinals a and so 
K g.Y(y). Since 9(9(y)) = Y(y) it follows that Y(y) is the largest such 
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ideal, so by Definition 1.4, Y(y) = ipA. If A is a separable algebra more can 
be said. 
2.4 bMMA. Let A be a separable commutative radical Banach algebra. 
If y is the first ordinal such that 9(y) = Y(y + 1) = FA, then y is a coun- 
table ordinal. If 9* = {0} then y = 1 or a limit ordinal. 
Proof: A is a second countable topological space and an ordinal 
sequence of closed sets in such a space must stabilize at a countable ordinal 
(see [2, p. 511). If 4p, = {0} and y =/I + 1 then {0} =9(/I + 1) = -P(Y(/3)) 3 
(P(/?)‘)- by Lemma 2.2. Thus, since Y(p) # {O}, 9(/3) contains nilpotents. 
Since nilpotents are N-points of any ideal containing them this forces YA to 
contain all nilpotents, hence YA # {0}, a contradiction. 
2.5 LEMMA. Let A be a commutative separable radical Banach algebra. 
Then A - gA is a countable union of sets Ai, i = 1, 2, 3,..., such that 
0 @ ((Ai)“>-, 
for all n and every A i. 
Prooj By Lemma 2.4, PA = Y(y) for some first countable ordinal. 
Observe that 
A-YA= U cw - 1) - QTP))7 (2.2) 
4<v 
b not B limit ordinal 
where we define 40(O) = A. This is a disjoint countable union. Hence, it 
suffices to show that if K is a closed ideal of A then K - Y(K) can be so 
decomposed as a countable union. Now A is second countable so K is also 
and hence the relatively open set K - Y(K) is also second countable. If x E 
(K - Y(K)) then x is an S-point of K (although it may be an N-point ofA). 
So there exists a relatively open neighborhood N, of x in K with 
0 CE ((N,)“)-, all n. Also, N, c K - 9(K). Thus (N,: x E K-Y(K)} is an 
open cover of K-Y(K) which is second countable and hence Lindelof. 
Thus, there is a countable subcover {Ni} of K-Y(K) satisfying 
0 6? ((NJ’)- all n and every Ni. This concludes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let A be a commutative separable radical Banach 
algebra. Then there exists a sequence (a,) of positive real numbers 
converging to zero with the following property: 
lim infIlxnl)lln = +a-~, 
iI-* a, 
for all x E A - YA, 
(2.3) 
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ProoJ The following argument is very much in the spirit of 
[3, Theorem 4.11. Let {Ai} be as in the conclusion of Lemma 2.5. Let B, = 
A,UA,U *.* UA,, k= 1,2,3 ,.... Then it is also clear that 0 65 ((BJ-, all 
n and every B,. Let 
c(k, n) = inf{ j] b” I]: b E Bk), (2.4) 
for every n and every B,. The c(k, n) are then positive constants and 
c(k, n) 2 c(k + 1, n), all k. Hence, it is possible to choose a sequence b, of 
positive real numbers to zero satisfying: 





for every k. Let a, = (b,) n-‘. Then a,, converges to zero also. Let x E 
(A - 9’). Then x E BP, some p. Hence 
lix”ll’i”= IIWn 1 @(P, W” II-d - 
a, HP, 4)“” II-4 b, --1 n 
> 1 (C(P, 4)“” n llxll 
‘llxll b, ‘-i--’ 
Thus using Eq. (2.5) we see that Eq. (2.3) holds, which proves the result. 
If 5CA = {O}, the above proposition clearly implies A has a lower bound. 
Hence we get the following corollary. 
2.1 COROLLARY. Let A be a commutative separable radical Banach 
algebra. If YA = (0) then A has a lower bound. 
3. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR A LOWER BOUND 
We first observe that the following conditions are all equivalent to A 
failing to possess a lower bound: 
CONDITION 3.1. For every sequence {a,} of positive reals converging to 
zero, there exists a non-zero element x in A such that 
lim inf I’XnJll’n - 0. 
“-CC a, 
(3.1) 
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CONDITION 3.2. For every sequence {b,} of positive reals converging to 
zero, there exists a non-zero element x in A such that 
lim infq < +a). (3.2) n+* n 
CONDITION 3.3. For every sequence {c,,} of positive reals converging to 
zero, there exists a non-zero element x in A and a subsequence (n(k)} such 
that 
/IX n(ky”“(k) < c”(k), all k. (3.3) 
CONDITION 3.4. For every sequence {d,} of positive reals converging to 
zero, there exists a non-zero element x in A such that 
(3.4) 
It is trivial that (3.1) implies (3.2). Letting b, = (c,) n-’ shows that (3.2) 
implies (3.3). It is also trivial that (3.3) implies (3.4), letting c, = (d,)““. To 
show (3.4) implies (3.1) let d, = (a,)“(n)- (2n) There is then some integer n, . 
with J/x”// < n,,dn for infinitely many n. Hence (Jx”I(“” < (n,)““(a,)(n)-* for 
infinitely many n, which implies (3.1). 
We shall work mostly with Condition 3.3. 
We now have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let K be a closed ideal of A with no nilpotents. 
Suppose -V(K) = K-and x is a non-zero element ofK. Then given 6 > 0 and 
a sequence (c,} of positive real numbers converging to zero, there is y in K 
satisfying the following: 
(9 /Ix - YII < 6. 
(ii) For some subsequence {n(k)}, 11 ynCk) )I 1”(k) < c,(~, .
(iii) K, and hence A, has no lower bound. 
Proof: Clearly (iii) follows from (ii). We can first assume that 
0 6? (B(K, x, 6))- c B(K, 0, 1). If not we can multiply x by a suitable A, 
0 ( A < 1, to bring it into B(K, 0, 1). This may require a somewhat smaller 
6, and by replacing c, by AC,, (ii) follows since Ic, < c,. Now there is n(l) 
such that 0 E (B(K, x, 8)nc1))-. Hence we can choose x, in B(K, x, 6) with 
1I(x,)“(‘)l/ < i(c,(rJ”(‘). Also choose E, < (1/(2n(l))) II(x,)“(r)lI and 
sufficiently small so that B(K, x,, E,) c B(K, x, 8). Assume 41) < 
n(2) < . . . < n(k) and the following neighborhoods of K have been chosen so 
that 
B(K,x,6)~B(K,x,,&,)~B(K,x2,&,)2... zB(K,x,,&,). (3.5) 
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Assume also the following conditions are satisfied, 
(a) Iltxj+ 1) nCi+ “1’ < (i)(Cnu+ ,))“u+ “j = 1, 2, 3 )...) k - 1. 
(b) O,,,“($;;;“<&, j=l,2,3 ,..., k. 
Now choose an element xk+, in B(K, xk, E,J satisfying 
Il(xkt I> “(k+ 1)11 < (k(k+ ,Jnck+ l), 
for some n(k + 1) > n(k). This is possible since every point in B(K,xk, sk) is 
an N-point of K. Let 0 < ck+i < (1/2kt’n(k + 1)) [I(x~+,)~(~~‘)[] with 
B(Kx,+,,~,+,)cB(K xk, ck). Continue by induction. Now ck+, < 2-‘kt I’, 
all k. Hence C ck < co so xk converges to some y E (B(K, x, a))-. Thus 
[Ix - y/I Q 6, proving (i). Also note that y E (B(K, xk, ck))- for all k. Thus 
‘1 yntk”’ < “(Xk)n(k’/’ + /I ynck’ - (Xk)n(k”’ 
< (t)(Cn(k))n(k) 
+‘Iy-xx,” “pk)-l + yn(k’-2Xk+ ... + (Xky-l” 
< (j)(C,&n(k’ + “Y - Xkii n(k), 
since all elements are of norm less than one. Since 11 y - xkll < sk, the above 
is 
< (f)(C,(k))“(k) + &k’@) 
< (i>(C,(k))“‘k’ + t2- “> ii( 11 
< (Cn(kyk’* 
This proves (ii), completing the proof of the theorem. 
Now if A is an algebra with nilpotents, A has no lower bound and 
PA # (0). If A has no nilpotents and g, # (0) again A has no lower bound, 
applying the above proposition. Hence we get the following corollary. Note 
that separability is unnecessary here. 
3.6 COROLLARY. Let A be a commutative radical Banach algebra with 
4p, # { 0 ). Then A has no lower bound. 
We note that there are very non-separable algebras with no lower bound 
and YA = (0) (suitable non-countable products with the supremum norm 
will do). However with the assumption of separability we can obtain 
necessary and suffkient conditions for a lower bound as follows. 
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3.7 THEOREM. Let A be a commutative separable radical Banach 
algebra. Then A has a lower bound tf and only if;% = {O}. 
Proof The result follows from Corollaries 2.7 and 3.6. 
4. SOME CONJECTURES AND EXAMPLES 
There are several remaining unanswered questions. As before, let JI’be the 
nil radical of A, i.e., 
N= {xEA:x”=O, some n}. (4.1) 
We noted before that JY G 4p,. One question is: Does M- equal PA ? This is 
the case with the Volterra algebra L’(0, I), where df* g)(t) = 
lkf(t - s)g(s) ds. Here J”= {f:f = 0 a.e. on [0, a) some a > 0). So 
.K- = -Sp = L’(0, 1). In the case of the modified Volterra algebra C(0, l), 
(with convolution as above, not pointwise multiplication), J’- = gA = 
(f E C(0, l):f(O) = 0) = Y( 1). Seemingly as difficult is the second 
question: Is there an algebra A with P(l)+ FA ? If there are no nilpotents in 
A, and if the first conjective above is true, then YA would have to be {O}. But 
then if y is the first ordinal with PA = Y(y), Lemma 2.4 implies that y must 
be a limit ordinal. A final problem is to give easily verifiable conditions for 
showing YA = (0). Esterle has obtained lower bounds where compactness of 
multiplication operators plays a major role (see [3, Theorem 4.1, 
Corollary 4.2, and Remark 4.31). 0 ur result below is slightly more general 
but again compactness i an essential ingredient. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be a commutative radical Banach algebra. 
Suppose there is a family P of compact linear operators on A satisfying the 
following three conditions: 
0) su~Ul~ll: v, E r/ < +a. 
(ii) There are constants C(n, 9) such that 
II 9((9(x))“)ll G WV 9) IIx”II~ 
forallxEA. 
(iii) Given x non-zero in A, there is E,, with the following property: If 
E < E, and n is a positive integer, there exists 9 E P such that ((9(x) - h(j < E 
implies 9(h”) # 0. 
Then, under these hypotheses, Y( 1) = (0) = 9’. 
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ProojI Suppose x is a non-zero element of Y(1). Let e0 be as above in 
(iii). Then there exists n such that 0 E (B(x, CE$)-, where 0 < c < 
(sup{]]cp]]: rp E P}))‘. Hence there are gi in B(x, CSJ with (g,)” -+ 0. Let o be 
as above in (iii). Each o is compact so rp( giti,) + h for some h E A and 
subsequence {i(j)}. Since ]]rp(x) - Cp( gi)l/ < ]]rp]] CE, < E,, it follows that 
II - hII < %. Hence VP”) f 0. But II V((cP(gi>>“)II G C(n,CO> II( IIT which 
forces q(h”) = 0, a contradiction. Hnce ip( 1) = (0) = PA. 
We wish to note this gives an alternate proof of the result of Bade and 
Dales [ 1, Theorem 3.91 that L’(w) has a lower bound. It suffices to let 
hLf))(~) = pro,&) j-h) & 
0 
(4.2) 
for fE L’(o) and k an integer, i.e., if (P&(S) = x,~,~,(s)~(s), then ok(f) = 
P,(l * f). The projections are necessary since multiplication alone is not 
always a compact operator [ 1, Theorem 2.121. Since Pk(f * P, g) = 
P&f * d = Pk(Pkf * P, g) we get 
IIdw>“>ll = IIPk(1 * (P,(l * f))“>ll 
= lIP,(P, 1 * (Pdl * fN”)ll 
= IlPk(1 * (1 * f>“)ll 
< IlPkll u*‘“+” * f*“>ll 
< c Ilf*“ll~ 
where C is a constant. Hence (ii) follows. Finally, (iii) follows since elements 
which are “close” to 1 * fhave infimums of supports close to the infimum of 
the support off. 
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